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VELUREX Cal-Care
Ready-to-use gel cleaner specific for the removal of limestone from hard
surfaces

These information are given from the best of our knowledge and technical experience. They are of general character and not binding in any way our company. Every single case should
be put to a pratical test by the user who assumes the full responsability of the final result of his work.
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¤Description
VELUREX Cal-Care is a ready to use gel cleaner based on organic
acids and surfactants derived from sugar, ideal for the removal
of limestone residues, dirt and soap residues from hard surfaces,
glazed surfaces, taps, toilets, showers, etc. Restores shine to hard
surfaces leaving a fresh clean fragrance. Do not use on marble and
similar surfaces.

¤Characteristics
Application spray

Coverage 750 ml / 50 m²

Packaging 750 ml

Storage stability 1 year (1)

1 in original sealed containers at temperatures between +10°C and +25°C

¤How to use
Shake well before use. Dispense the product on the surface,
spread it evenly and leave it to act for a few minutes. Wipe with a
damp cloth and rinse thoroughly. For more persistent dirt, leave
to act for a few more minutes before rinsing and repeat the
operation.

Notes:

do not mix with bleach or other cleaning products. Do not use on
glazed or colored surfaces as well as on marble. For uses other
than those mentioned, make a preliminary first.

¤Warnings
Keep out of children's reach. If medical advice needed, have product
container or label at hand.

¤Label elements

· Causes severe skin burns and eye damage.

· Dispose your waste in dedicated collection points.· Keep out of reach
of children.· IF IN EYES: Rinse cautiously with water for several minutes.
Remove contact lenses, if present and easy to do. Continue rinsing.· Do not
breathe dust / fume / gas / mist / vapours / spray.· IF SWALLOWED: rinse
mouth. Do NOT induce vomiting.
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¤Web link
Be sure to have the latest version of this technical data sheet
downloadable also from the following link:

http://www.chimiver.com/tds/EN_VELUREX_Cal-Care.pdf


